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GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWAL DATA SUMMARY FOR ILLINOIS NPDES PERMITS 
James R. Kirk 
INTRODUCTION 
Groundwater in Illinois is the source of water for approximately 1750 
public water supply systems. Also, it is a major source of water for in-
dustry, agriculture, and almost all private domestic water supply systems 
in the state. In 1978, an estimated 945 million gallons per day of ground-
water were withdrawn in Illinois (Kirk et al., 1979). 
Most groundwater withdrawn is discharged to Illinois streams after 
use. The quantity discharged needs to be established to provide a data 
base for further studies of water quality and water resource management. 
Future water quality projects will study the influence of groundwater qual-
ity on effluent quality and, in turn, the impact of effluent quality on 
receiving stream water quality. 
The purpose of this study was to compile groundwater withdrawals for 
approximately 2800 facilities listed by the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency as sources of point discharge. The groundwater 
withdrawals were estimated from the Water Surveys' Hydrologic Files and 
Illinois Water Use Data Base. The results are presented as both machine 
tabulations and maps. 
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DESCRIPTION OF DATA BASES 
Wastewater Discharge and Treatment Waste Inventory Data Base 
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency has maintained its 
Wastewater Discharge and Treatment Waste Inventory Data Base since 1973. 
Records for over 4000 individual dischargers have been placed in a machine 
readable storage and retrieval system. These records include data for 
public wastewater dischargers, industrial-commercial wastewater dis-
chargers, and feedlot dischargers. Data elements include ownership, type 
of dischargers, stream basin of discharge, county of discharge, and NPDES 
permit details. The fixed format indicates many more data elements will be 
added when the data base is complete. 
Hydrologic Files 
The Illinois State Water Survey has been maintaining the Hydrologic 
Files since the 1890's. Over 12,000 well records, pump tests, and water 
analyses were added during 1979. This data base is stored in file cabinets 
and organized by the legal description of the well locations. These files 
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include data for public water supply wells, industrial wells, private 
domestic wells, and irrigation wells. Data elements include well logs, 
details of well construction, well ownership, location (to the township, 
section), and mineral analysis. 
The information in the data base is a collection of data from the 
Illinois Department of Public Health, Illinois Environmental Protection 
Agency, Illinois State Water Survey, and well drillers over a period of 90 
years. In addition to the variations in reporting forms and agency em-
phasis, the number of individuals and procedural changes have contributed 
to problems and complications in the data base. 
Illinois Water Use Data Base 
The State Water Survey started the Illinois Water Use Data Base as 
part of a continuing cooperative program with the U.S. Geological Survey in 
1978. Records of over 10,000 individual annual water withdrawals (1978 and 
1979) have been placed in machine-readable storage. These records include 
data for public water supply systems, industrial water use (including 
mining and power production), rural water use, and fish and wildlife 
management areas water use. Data elements include ownership, source of 
withdrawal, location of withdrawal (township, section), and annual quantity 
of withdrawal. 
When totally operational, the Illinois Water Use Data Base will 
document water withdrawals by individual well and aquifer system or intake 
structure. This information will be invaluable in coordinating the 
management of water resources, expediting the exchange of water use 
information, and will complement resource research and studies with the 
capability of rapidly aggregating various regional water use patterns. 
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Other Data Needs 
With any large data base, there are limitations and problems with in-
accuracies, omissions, and errors. To fill the void in the data bases, 
other data were collected from direct mail questionnaires and telephone 
surveys. 
OTHER STUDIES 
Since the early 1940's, the Illinois State Water Survey has become 
increasingly involved in evaluating the use of water resources of Illinois. 
Most previous reports have emphasized the effect of groundwater discharge 
on stream low flows and withdrawals from groundwater systems. Three pub-
lished reports discussing the effect of groundwater discharge on streams in 
Illinois are: Bulletin 57 (Singh and Stall,' 1973.), Reports of 
Investigation 48 (Walton, 1965.), and Contract Report 230 (Gibb and 
O'Hearn, 1980.). Another recently completed report, Contract Report 246 
(O'Hearn and Gibb, 1980), updates groundwater contributions to base flows 
of surface streams. 
PRESENT STUDY 
The purpose of this study is to verify the source of water for about 
2800 facilities, which are listed as point dischargers by the Illinois 
Environmental Protection Agency, and compile groundwater withdrawals for 
those using groundwater. During this study, the following assumptions and 
exclusions have been used: 
1. All discharge for public water systems is through the municipal 
wastewater treatment plant. 
2. Facilities purchasing water and discharging into the same stream 
as their source are shown as one discharge. 
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3. Facilities having their own wells, but no discharge permit, are 
assumed to use municipal wastewater treatment. 
4. Facilities which discharge directly to the Ohio and Mississippi 
Rivers are excluded. 
5. Facilities classified as mines, public water treatment plants, 
feedlots, and solid waste disposal sites are excluded. 
6. Facilities classified as motels, campgrounds, schools, mobile home 
parks, and restaurants which did not have water withdrawal data 
are estimated based on capacity or enrollment (USEPA, 1973). 
7. Facilities which are closed or could not be found via the U.S. 
Postal Service or telephone companies are excluded. 
The Illinois Environmental Protection Agency provided a computer tape 
of its Wastewater Discharge and Treatment Waste Inventory Data Base. 
Approximately 2800 facilities listed as discharging to streams were sorted 
from the tape. These facilities were located in the Illinois Water Use 
Data Base to determine their source of water. Three classes of facilities 
were delineated: 1) facilities using surface water, 2) facilities using 
groundwater, and 3) facilities whose source of water was unknown. 
Addresses provided in the Wastewater Discharge and Treatment Waste 
Inventory Data Base were used to mail questionnaires to those whose source 
and/or quantity of groundwater withdrawal was unknown. The non-returns 
were followed up by second mailings and telephone calls. The inventoried 
groundwater withdrawals for each facility were entered into a temporary 
data base established for this project. 
The locations of the facilities were plotted on one set of mylar 
prints of the U.S. Army 2 degree maps covering the state of Illinois 
(Aurora, Belleville, Burlington, Chicago, Danville, Davenport, Decatur, 
Dubuque, Indianapolis, Paducah, Peoria, Quincy, Racine, Rockford, 
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RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study should be expanded to better define the portion of groundwater 
withdrawals that contributes to the quantity and quality of facility waste 
water discharges by: 
1. Estimating groundwater withdrawals by all point dischargers 
2. Determining the aquifer system tapped for withdrawals 
3. Estimating the quantity of groundwater in the effluent 
4. Estimating groundwater infiltration to wastewater collection 
systems 
Results of this study indicate the need for: 
1. Annually updated and accurate information about NPDES permit 
holders 
2. Development of a more comprehensive basin code 
St. Louis, and Vincennes) which were provided by the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency. The machine-readable data set (provided IEPA) and map 
keys (in the back of this report) include the Illinois Environmental 
Protection Agency Basin Code, FIPS County Code, Facility Name, ID Control 
Number, and Zip Code, along with the average quantity of groundwater (in 
gallons per day-GPD) that the facility or group of facilities withdraw. 
The quantity of withdrawal is not necessarily the amount of groundwater 
discharged by these facilities. In most cases, the withdrawal represents 
the maximum quantity of groundwater discharged. 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 15-6 DUBUQUE 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
CARROLL COUNTY 
MJB 015 CAMP MERRILL BENSON 6022 61081 4.123E+02 
MJ 015 BURLINGTON NORTHERN INC 6019 60606 4.658E+04 
MJ 015 CARROLL HEIGHTS UTIL CO 6085 61074 1.233E+03 
MN 015 SAVANNA-US ORDINANCE 6385 61074 2.313E+05 
JO DAVIESS COUNTY 
MLB 085 KRAFT FOODS-STOCKTON 6217 61005 3.504E+04 
MNID 085 STOCKTON STW 6405 61085 4.123E+05 
MNJ 085 APPLE RIVER AREA 6033 61001 8.800E+04 
MN 085 HANOVER STW 6208 61041 1.433E+05 
MN 085 ELIZABETH STW 6141 61028 1.034E+05 
MQ 085 GALENA AREA 6168C 61036 1.335E+06 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-4 ROCKFORD 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
BOONE COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
PQD 007 OAK LAWN MHP 6750 61065 1.493E+04 
PQD 007 CAPRON STW 6043 61012 1.058E+05 
PQD 007 CANDLEWICK LAKE UTILITY 6044 61008 4.000E+04 
PQD 007 POPLAR GROVE AREA 6271C 61065 9.003E+04 
PQE 007 DEAN FOODS CO-CAPRON 6067 61101 3.411E+05 
PQFA 007 MID-WEST TIBON CWD 6238 60135 1.370E+04 
PQ 007 IPSEN IND & ALCO STD CO 6195 61016 9.863E+04 
PQ 007 BELVIDERE AREA 6024C 61008 3.940E+06 
PZZI 007 CALEDONIA ELEM SCH 
CARROLL COUNTY 
6017 61011 1.000E+03 
MJBA 015 ELKAY MFG CO LANRK S CWD 6137 61046 2.740E+04 
MJB 015 MT CARROLL STW 6306 61053 1.808E+05 
PE 015 LANARK STW 6243 61046 1.752E+05 
PE 015 CHADWICK STW 6093 61014 7.378E+04 
PWNB 015 SHANNON STW 
COOK COUNTY 
6387 61078 9.619E+04 
DTZO 031 SPRING LAKES MHP 629 60103 7.501E+04 
GLC 031 CAMP REINBERG 94 60067 2.740E+02 
GBK 032 MSDGC-HANOVER PARK 872 60611 2.592E+06 
GL 032 FULLER H B CO 
DE KALB COUNTY 
227 60067 1.781E+05 
PQC 037 GENOA STW NEW 6131 60135 5.184E+05 
PQC 037 KIRKLAND AREA 6231C 60146 1.192E+05 
PQC 037 WALCAMP DIV LUTHERAN SCH 6176 60145 3.751E+03 
JO DAVIESS COUNTY 
MNIC 085 WARREN STW 6441 61087 1.880E+05 
PWN 085 ATWOOD VACUUM 
KANE COUNTY 
6048 61085 2.000E+05 
DTZP 089 CHICAGO RAWHIDE MFG CO 7835 60120 3.340E+03 
DT 089 ILL TOLLWAY BLDG 9 7227 60521 1.178E+02 
DT 089 RIVERWOOD ESTATES MHP 588 60634 1.200E+03 
DT 089 CARPENTERSVILLE STW 
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7923 60110 2.997E+06 
FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-4 ROCKFORD CONT. 





DT 089 ELGIN AREA 7860C 60122 1.472E+07 
DT 089 DUNDEE AREA 7953C 60118 9.151E+05 
PQCG 089 CENTRAL HI SCH-BURLINGTN 7822 60109 4.616E+03 
PQF 089 HAMPSHIRE STW 7878 60140 2.333E+05 
PQF 089 I90-US20 AREA (PQF) 
LAKE COUNTY 
7946C 60140 2.000E+04 
DTLA 097 LAKE VILLA STW 348 60046 1.048E+05 
DTL 097 TRAVENOL LABS 697 60073 4.241E+05 
DTL 097 CAMPS (DTL) 49C 60041 4.693E+03 
DTL 097 FREMONT SCHOOL 229 60060 2.125E+03 
DTL 097 KLINGBERG RESID SCHOOL 339 60060 9.795E+03 
DTL 097 ROUND LAKE SD 606 60073 1.132E+06 
DTL 097 KOENEMANN SAUSAGE 340 60073 4.499E+03 
DTL 097 HEPPNER MFG STW 273 60073 2.360E+03 
DTZS 097 LAKE ZURICH STW NW 351 60047 1.100E+06 
DTZS 097 BARRINGTON AREA 54c 60010 1.817E+06 
DTZS 097 MT ST JOSEPH HOME 447 60041 2.751E+05 
DTZS 097 NORTH BARRNGTN SCH DIST 453 60010 3.748E+03 
DTZS 097 CHEMED-DEARBORN CHEM 111 60047 4.877E+04 
DTZU 097 CAMP MOYOCA 441 60603 6.970E+02 
DTZU 097 ANTIOCH STW 30 60002 5.066E+05 
DTZU 097 ALLENDALE SCHOOL FOR BOY 17 60046 9.403E+03 
DT 097 LAKE BARRINGTON HOMEOWNR 347 60010 1.940E+05 
DT 097 FOX LAKE UTIL CO-TAL OAK 224 60020 2.150E+05 
DT 097 WAUCONDA STW 735 60084 5.049E+05 
DT 097 FOX LAKE STW 222 60020 3.910E+05 
GST 097 MAPLE HILL HOME 417 60047 1.000E+04 
GST 097 LAKE ZURICH STW SE 352 60047 7.000E+05 
GU 097 LCDPW ELA TOWNSHIP 359 60048 4.937E+05 
GU 097 LCDPW SYLVAN-DIAMOND LAK 355 60048 1.824E+05 
GV 097 VICKERY MANOR SERV CORP 720 60611 7.501E+04 
GWAA 097 LINDENHURST SD 383 60046 4.079E+05 
GW 097 GRAYSLAKE GEL 485 60030 6.986E+04 
G 097 COUNTRY SQUIRE RESTR 126 60030 1.000E+03 
MC HENRY COUNTY 
DTJ FRITZSCHE ESTATES 7870 60050 2.251E+03 
DTKA RICHMOND AREA 7944c 60071 1.173E+05 
DTKA HEBRON STW 7890 60034 1.652E+05 
DTKB VALLEY HI NURSING HOME 7964 60098 1.050E+04 
DTKB WOODSTOCK NORTH 7962 60098 2.596E+06 
DTK INTERMATIC INC 7226 60081 2.000E+05 
DTN MODINE-MORTON 7925C 60050 1.061E+06 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP if NK 16-4 ROCKFORD CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 




DTQ CAMP VILLA MARIE 7134 60050 3.000E+02 
DTZR MCGRAW-EDISON CO-ALGONQN 7347 60102 7.000E+03 
DTZR CRYSTAL LAKE PLANTS 142 7839 60014 2.209E+06 
DTZR LAKE IN THE HILLS SD 7911 60102 4.142E+05 
DTZX T-C INDUST 7807 60014 2.751E+05 
DT CARY STW 7833 60013 8.222E+05 
DT ALGONQUIN 7803 60102 6.921E+05 
DT FOX RIVER GROVE STW 7869 60021 2.403E+05 
DT SUN ELECTRIC CORP 7951 60014 2.577E+04 
DT ISLAND LAKE SD 7225 60042 1.500E+05 
DT MCHENRY STW 7920 60050 1.083E+06 
DT CAMP ALGONQUIN-STK 7823 60102 1.014E+04 
DT OAKBROOK-LAKE MANOR 7937C 60635 1.497E+04 
PQEA HARVARD STW 7881 60033 6.830E+05 
PQEC BIG FOOT PKNG CO-HARVAR 7817 60033 7.151E+02 
PQE DEAN FOODS CO-CHEMUNG 7845 60033 1.644E+05 
PQI SOUTHERN CALIF CHEM CO 7915 60180 2.000E+02 
PQI HUNTLEY AREA 7894C 60142 3.690E+05 
PQ WOODSTOCK SOUTH 7963 60098 2.650E+06 
PQ TURNBERRY UTIL INC 7548 60062 3.274E+04 
PQ MARENGO AREA 7914C 60152 6.293E+05 
PQ AUBREY MFG CO 
OGLE COUNTY 
7809 60180 3.000E+04 
PJ 141 MT MORRIS AREA 6309C 61054 6.584E+05 
PN 141 FORRESTON STW 6156 61030 1.803E+05 
PN 141 LEAF RIVER STW 6246 61047 1.074E+05 
PP 141 STILLMAN VALLEY STW 6402 61084 1.241E+05 
PQB 141 DAVIS JUNCTION AREA 6115C 61020 1.121E+04 
PQB 141 MONROE CTR UTIL ASSOC 6244 61052 5.000E+05 
PZZA 141 BUTLER F N-BENESH QUARRY 9050 61031 1.979E+04 
P 141 OREGON STW 6330 61061 4.499E+05 
P 141 BYRON STW 6075 61010 4.090E+05 
P 141 COMMONW ED-BYRN CNST 6053 61010 2.250E+04 
P 141 NIU-LORADO TAFT STW 6252 60115 4.833E+03 
P 141 SILO RESTAURANT-OREGON 6391 61061 5.479E+00 
STEPHENSON COUNTY 
PNA 177 GERMAN VALLEY STW 6187 61039 1.460E+05 
PWI 177 PLEASANT VIEW DAIRY 6347 61070 4.000E+03 
PWI 177 DAVIS STW 6069 61019 4.575E+04 
PWI 177 ROCK CITY STW 6278 61070 1.800E+04 
PWL 177 DAKOTA AREA 6107C 61018 4.981E+04 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-4 ROCKFORD CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
STEPHENSON COUNTY CONT 
PWM 177 KELLY SPFLD TIRE DOM 6225 61032 1.858E+06 
PWNA 177 TIMBER RIDGE MHP-FREEPRT 6328 61032 7.501E+03 
PWN 177 CIVIL BLACKTOP CONST 6161 61032 1.250E+03 
PWN 177 KENT CHEESE CO 6229 61044 1.370E+04 
PWN 177 PEARL CITY STW 6337 61062 7.890E+04 
PWN 177 LENA STW 6249 61048 1.916E+05 
PWO 177 STEPHENSON MOBILE HOME 6398 61032 1.425E+02 
PWPA 177 AFOLKEY CO-OP CHEESE 6008 61018 1.507E+04 
PWPA 177 CEDARVILLE STW 6077 61013 5.252E+04 
PWP 177 ORANGEVILLE STW 6259 61060 6.575E+04 
PWQ 177 LAKE LE-AQUA-NA ST PK 6240 62706 2.140E+03 
PWQ 177 EXCELSIOR CHEESE CO 6152 61048 2.137E+03 
PW 177 RIVER ROAD MHP 6880 61032 7.123E+02 
PW 177 FREEPORT AREA 6162C 61032 5.537E+06 
PW 177 WINSLOW STW 6455 61089 2.578E+04 
PW 177 NORTHERN HILLS SUBD 6253 61032 1.300E+04 
WINNEBAGO COUNTY 
PO 201 SEWARD SD 6293 61077 1.250E+04 
PQ 201 CHERRY VALLEY STW 6055 61016 1.050E+05 
PR 201 PETERSON KRUSE-ROCKFORD 6830 61108 2.945E+02 
PSA 201 SUN HEAT TRTG ROCKFD CWD 6401 61101 3.359E+03 
PSA 201 ROCKFORD BAPTIST HS-STK 6371 61103 2.986E+03 
PSB 201 PIERCE CHEM CO CWD 6270 61103 6.436E+03 
PSB 201 SMITH OIL CORP-ROCKFORD 6303 61103 5.000E+03 
PS 201 TWIN DISC INC CWD 6425 61101 1.541E+04 
PU 201 WARNER ELEC BRAKE 6372 61080 7.562E+05 
PWBA 201 DURAND SD 6079 61024 1.311E+05 
PWBA 201 OTTER CREEK LAK UTIL DIS 6174 61024 1.573E+05 
PWF 201 WINNEBAGO STW 6382 61088 1.419E+05 
PW 201 PECATONICA STW 6266 61063 4.603E+05 
PZZI 201 ROCK CUT STATE PARK STW 6277 62706 3.414E+04 
P 201 NORTH ROCKFORD AREA 6034C 61101 5.923E+05 
P 201 ROCKFORD PLATING CO 6890 61103 0. 
P 201 SOUTH BELOIT STW 6310 61080 3.696E+05 
P 201 ROCKFORD AREA 6279C 61109 3.482E+07 
P 201 GEM SUBURBAN INC 6118 61102 7.088E+04 
P 201 ROCKTON AREA 6406C 61072 5.819E+05 
P 201 INGERSOLL - ATWOOD COMB 6164C 61103 6.356E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-5 RACINE 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
COOK COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
GOA 031 MSDGC-OHARE AREA 874C 60611 1.653E+07 
GOA 032 MOBLE HOME PARKS (GOA) 916C 60018 2.673E+05 
GO 032 CITIES SERV DESPL SWRO 98 60005 2.137E+05 
GP 032 DESPLAINES AREA 149C 60016 1.400E+05 
GS 032 SUNNYSIDE PRODUCTS INC 941 60640 4.460E+03 
G 032 FOX POINT MOBILE HOME PK 968 60090 9.370E+03 
HCCA 032 MSDGC-NORTH SIDE 914c 60611 6.800E+06 
HCCB 032 CONVENT OF HOLY SPIRIT 
LAKE COUNTY 
880 60082 6.849E+03 
GSTA 097 TWIN ORCHARD COUNTRY CLB 945 60047 0. 
GV 097 ST MARY OF THE LAKE SEM. 642 60060 4.000E+04 
GW 097 TEMPEL FARMS-THE RETREAT 582 60083 7.397E+02 
GW 097 LCDPW GRANDWOOD PARK 255 60048 1.824E+05 
G 097 LCDPW NEW CENTURY TOWN 356 60048 8.490E+04 
G 097 LIBERTYVILLE-MUNDELEIN AREA 373C 60048 3.866E+06 
G 097 JERRYS SERVICE INC 311 60099 9.863E+02 
G 097 LCDPW HOLIDAY INN WEST 289C 60048 3.918E+05 
G 097 LCDPW DES PLAINES RIVER 353C 60048 1.741E+05 
G 097 LCDPW COUNTRYSIDE MANOR 354 60048 5.901E+04 
G 097 SPINNEY RUN FARMS CORP 627 60048 2.137E+04 
HCCC 097 LCDPW LAMBS INC 364 60048 4.060E+04 
QA 097 N CHGO REFINERS-SMELTERS 475 60064 2.030E+04 
QI 097 ABBOTT LABORATORIES 3 60064 3.397E+05 
QI 097 ARDEN SHORE AREA 39C 60044 6.899E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 15-9 DAVENPORT 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
HENRY COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DJKD 073 GALVA SW STW 5180 61434 8.079E+04 
LEG 073 ALPHA STW 5021 61413 1.096E+05 
LE 073 WOODHULL SOUTH 5458 61490 1.000E+05 
LFB 073 CHINBERG'S LK OF THE HILLS 5107 61262 3.167E+03 
LFF 073 WOODHULL NORTH 5454 61490 7.000E+04 
LFG 073 GALVA-NE STW 5177 61434 4.940E+05 
PBA 073 ORION STW 5333 61273 1.699E+05 
PBE 073 GENESEO STW 5186 61254 7.586E+05 
PBI 073 CAMBRIDGE STW 5081 61238 2.740E+05 
PBI 073 HENRY CO-HLCREST NURS HM 5212 61254 2.300E+04 
PB 073 ATKINSON STW 5034 61235 1.447E+05 
PB 073 COLONA-GREEN ROCK STW 5111 61241 2.395E+05 
P 073 KERSHAW TRAILER PK 5227 61241 2.625E+04 
P 073 OAKWOOD CCLB-COAL VALLEY 
KNOX COUNTY 
5330 61240 1.917E+03 
DJJ 095 WATAGA LAGOON S 5448 61488 5.890E+04 
DJKC 095 ONEIDA SD SOUTH LAGOON 5327 61467 6.986E+04 
DJK 095 ALTONA STW 5002 61414 4.499E+04 
DJK 095 ONEIDA SD NORTH LAGOON 5324 61467 5.000E+04 
LDG 095 HENDERSON GROVE SCH 205 
MERCER COUNTY 
5211 61401 . 1.096E+03 
LEA 131 JOY STW 5224 61260 3.452E+04 
LED 131 ALEDO SW 5015 61231 1.250E+05 
LEG 131 NEW WINDSOR STW 5317 61465 7.288E+04 
LFD 131 SHERRARD STW 5390 61281 6.526E+04 
LF 131 VIOLA STW 5438 61486 8.000E+04 
LF 131 MATHERSVILLE STW 5273 61263 6.137E+04 
LF 131 ALEDO NW 5012 61231 1.250E+05 
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY 
LI 161 MILAN AREA 5280C 61264 1.240E+06 
MA 161 IOWA-ILL GAS&ELEC 5208 52808 5.775E+03 
MB 161 CHGO RI & P RR-SILVIS 5108 61282 1.000E+02 
PA 161 SHERRARD COMM HS DIS 200 5386 61281 4.110E+03 
PA 161 MILAN AREA (PA) 5331C 61264 2.124E+04 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 15-9 DAVENPORT CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
ROCK ISLAND COUNTY CONT. 
PA 161 REYNOLDS STW 5366 61279 5.436E+04 
PD 161 HILLSDALE SD 5213 61257 7.000E+03 
PL 161 RIDGEWOOD LEDGES APTS 5371 61264 2.293E+04 
PZA 161 COAL VALLEY (PZA) 5335C 61264 8.726E+04 
PZB 161 QUAD CITY AIRPORT 5363 61265 4.795E+04 
PZC 161 COAL VALLEY STW 5101 61240 3.134E+05 
PZD 161 MOBET MEADOWS TR PK 5289 61275 3.249E+04 
P 161 ILLINI BEEF PACKERS INC 
WARREN COUNTY 
5203 61254 1.037E+06 
LDG 187 ALEXIS STW 5018 61412 7.123E+04 
WHITESIDE COUNTY 
MG 195 DREYFUS CORP-FULTON 6122 55415 5.501E+01 
P 195 ERIE STW 6147 61250 1.132E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
BUREAU COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DJ 011 NEPONSET 5314 61345 6.707E+04 
DQDA 011 WYANET STW 5456 61379 9.085E+04 
DQDB 011 OHIO STW 5322 61349 5.104E+04 
DQD 011 TRANS DEPT I-80 RA 5115 61021 5.488E+03 
DQE 011 MAPLE ACRES MHP 5268 60115 1.500E+04 
DQE 011 PRINCETON STW 5351 61356 1.151E+06 
DQ 011 MALDEN STW 5263 61337 1.000E+04 
DQ 011 LAKE ARISPIE UTILITY CO 5241 61356 5.660E+03 
DQ 011 PLOW CREEK FELLOWSHP INC 5509 61368 2.740E+03 
DZO 011 ILL INDUSTRIAL RUBBR CWD 5202 61329 2.301E+04 
DZP 011 LADD AREA 5240C 61329 2.581E+05 
DZZA 011 DEPUE AREA 5112C 61322 4.167E+05 
D 011 HEN HOUSE RESTR I-80&88 5185 61110 1.003E+03 
D 011 BUREAU JUNCTION STW 5060 61315 1.050E+05 
D 011 SPRING VALLEY STW 5396 61362 1.123E+06 
PBJA 011 SHEFFIELD 5560 61361 9.466E+04 
PBQ 011 WALNUT STW 
CARROLL COUNTY 
5439 61376 2.000E+05 
PH 015 MILLEDGEVILLE STW 
DE KALB COUNTY 
6282 61051 1.280E+05 
DTB 037 SOMONAUK STW 6308 60552 1.291E+05 
DTB 037 WATERMAN STW 6355 60556 1.040E+05 
DTCA 037 HINCKLEY STW 6209 60520 1.441E+05 
DTCA 037 SANDWICH STW 6284 60548 7.827E+05 
PQBA 037 KISHWAUKEE JR COLLEGE 6178 60150 2.597E+04 
PQB 037 MALTA STW 6188 60150 7.216E+04 
PQCI 037 SYCAMORE AREA 6352C 60178 2.108E+06 
PQC 037 DEKALB SD MAIN 
DU PAGE COUNTY 
6074C 60115 4.496E+06 
DTE 043 LAB-TEK PRODUCTS 346 60540 5.000E+02 
DTZN 043 WAYNE ELEM SCHOOL 736 60120 4.000E+03 
GBE 043 DPCDPW FARMINGDALE 166 60187 1.243E+05 
GBKA 043 WHEATON SD 744 60187 4.586E+06 
GBKB 043 W. CHICAGO AREA (GBKB) 528C 60174 4.559E+05 
GBKC 043 PLEASANT RIDGE TR CT 553 60185 2.438E+04 
GBKC 043 CAROL STREAM STW 103 60187 1.781E+06 
GBKF 043 CULLIGAN DUPAGE SOFT WTR 151 60187 6.888E+03 
GBK 043 ROSELLE-WATERBRY VIL STW 601 60172 1.405E+06 
17 
FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
DU PAGE COUNTY CONT. 
GBK 043 BARTLETT STW-STERN RD 56 60103 1.291E+06 
GBK 043 HANOVER PARK PLT 1 263 60103 2.689E+06 
GBK 043 BOWER JR HIGH DIST 200 70 60187 3.726E+02 
GBK 043 EATON CORP CAROL STREAM 189 60187 8.219E+03 
GBK 043 W.CHIC-CASCADE AREA 108c 60187 1.813E+05 
GBK 043 MATERIAL SER BARTLT YD45 422 60534 7.937E+03 
GBK 043 WEST CHICAGO-WENFIELD (GBK) 726C 60185 2.452E+06 
GBK 043 COCK ROBIN ICE CREAM CWD 125 60540 9.000E+03 
GBLB 043 DOWNERS GROVE AREA (GBLB) 386C 60515 8.332E+04 
GBL 043 DPCDPW WOODRIDGE 184 60187 2.051E+06 
GBL 043 DPCDPW GLEN ELLYN HTS 164 60187 1.120E+05 
GBL 043 ILL TOLLWAY-MAINT 8 303 60521 2.500E+02 
GBL 043 GLENDALE HEIGHTS 474 60137 1.710E+06 
GBL 043 BLOOMINGDALE STW 68 60108 1.334E+06 
GBL 043 DOWNERS GR-GLEN ELLYN AREA 162C 60515 9.581E+06 
GBL 043 LOMBARD STW 396 60148 4.027E+06 
GJA 043 WESCOM INC 737 60515 8.219E+03 
GLBA 043 MEDINAH NORTH SCH DIS 11 430 60157 2.104E+02 
GLB 043 ROSELLE MAIN STP 600 60172 1.633E+06 
GLB 043 DPCDPW NORDIC 177C 60178 8.510E+03 
G 043 CITIZENS UT CO SANTA FE 122 60101 5.699E+04 
GRUNDY COUNTY 
DUA 063 RIDGECREST UTIL CO 7505 60542 3.151E+04 
DU 063 MORRIS STW 7928 60450 1.371E+06 
DVC 063 DIAMOND STW 7167 60416 6.000E+04 
DVC 063 COAL CITY STW 7148 60416 3.600E+05 
DVD 063 MAZON-VERONA-KINSMAN HS 7918 60444 1.718E+03 
DV 063 BUCHWALTER WOODS MHP 7130 60424 2.740E+03 
DV 063 GARDNER STW 7200 60424 1.205E+05 
DW 063 MORRIS AREA (DW) 7810C 60450 4.159E+05 
DZV 063 DUPONT SENECA CWD 7847 61360 1.737E+06 
D 063 COMMONW ED-DRES-COLLNS 7834C 60450 1.640E+06 
D 063 REICHHOLD CHEM IND 7500 60450 1.904E+03 
D 063 MORRIS AREA (D) 7935C 60450 7.707E+06 
D 063 FEDERAL PAPERBRD CWD 7867 60450 2.370E+05 
F 063 GENERAL ELECT-NUCL 7208 60450 8.219E+03 
GB 063 MINOOKA STW 7919 60447 1.803E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
HENRY COUNTY 
DJLA 073 MIDLAND CNTRY CLB-KEWANE 5278 61443 1.250E+04 
DJL 073 BLACK HAWK COLLEGE EAST 5062 61443 5.000E+03 
DJO 073 KEWANEE STW 5225 61443 4.410E+06 
PBJD 073 KEWANEE BOILER CWD 5251 61443 1.412E+04 
KANE COUNTY 
DTCB 089 ELBURN STW 7854 60119 9.266E+04 
DTCD 089 KANELAND HIGH SCHOOL 7905 60151 3.608E+04 
DTD 089 WAUBONSEE COMM COLLEGE 7956 60554 9.863E+03 
DTD 089 PRESTBURY UTILITY CO 7942 60504 3.400E+04 
DTD 089 FISHERMENS INN-ELBURN 7922 60119 1.425E+02 
DTD 089 BROADVIEW COLLG-THEO SEM 7816 60147 1.800E+04 
DTE 089 CONSOL FREIGHTWAYS IND 7840 60507 7.000E+02 
DTFA 089 ROLLING S&W CO-ELGIN EST 7857 60542 1.945E+04 
DTF 089 FERSON CREEK UTILITIES 7868 60062 5.214E+04 
DTZK 089 KEENE CORP TANK 7230 60507 2.712E+04 
DTZK 089 FERMI NATL LAB-ACT SLUDG 7865 60510 1.343E+05 
DTZK 089 BURLINGTN NO RR-EOLA 7820 60519 4.726E+02 
DTZL 089 ILL YOUTH. CTR-ST CHARLES 7897 60174 1.496E+05 
DTZL 089 VARIAN ASSOC NATL ELECTR 7934 60134 9.600E+04 
DTZN 089 ST CHARLES SKYLINE S&W 7947 60176 8.219E+04 
DTZY 089 ARMOUR DIAL INC-CWD 7804C 60538 1.113E+06 
DTZZ 089 LYON METAL PROD CWD 7913 60507 2.153E+05 
DT 089 ST CHARLES STW 7950C 60174 3.197E+06 
DT 089 GENEVA STW 7875C 60134 1.811E+06 
DT 089 AURORA BLEACHERY INC CWD 7120 60507 7.403E+04 
DT 089 VALLEY WATR-RIVER GRANGE 7945 60542 1.151E+04 
DT 089 MOOSEHEART CHILD CITY 7929 60539 1.723E+05 
DT 089 BATAVIA AREA 7815C 60510 1.524E+06 
KANKAKEE COUNTY 
DVFD 091 BUCKINGHAM STW 78 60917 2.158E+04 
DVFE 091 REDDICK STW 575 60961 1.412E+04 
FCC 091 HERSCHER SD 274 60941 1.151E+05 
KENDELL COUNTY 
DTC 093 AT&T CO-PLANO PLANT 2 7100 60545 1.500E+03 
DTC 093 PLANO AREA 7941 60545 9.540E+05 
DTZF 093 NEWARK SD 7380 60541 6.238E+04 
DT 093 OSWEGO STW 7939 60543 3.000E+05 
DT 093 HOOVER SCOUT CAMP 7966 60560 2.740E+03 19 
FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA CONT. 





DT 093 YORKVILLE-BRISTOL SD 7965 60560 3.562E+05 
DT 093 AURORA SD 
LA SALLE COUNTY 
7812C 60507 1.027E+07 
DPB 099 LOSTANT STW 6207 61334 4.411E+04 
DR 099 MENDOTA RENDERNG WKS 6212 61342 1.000E+04 
DR 099 CARUS CHEM CO SO 6045 61301 1.000E+06 
DR 099 MENDOTA AREA 6002C 61432 1.778E+06 
DSA 099 TONICA STW 6380 61370 3.901E+04 
DS 099 KANGLEY STW 6218 61364 1.500E+04 
DS 099 OGLESBY MAIN STW 6257 61348 4.515E+05 
DTA 099 EARLVILLE STW 6082C 60518 3.353E+05 
DTZD 099 AT&T NORWAY 6011 61360 2.237E+05 
DTZE 099 MOLINE CONS-SHERIDAN QUA 9445 61265 1.402E+04 
DT 099 SHERIDAN AREA 6302C 60551 8.942E+04 
DT 099 J&L OIL INC-STA MTL REST 6132 61350 1.100E+04 
DT 099 ST JOSEPH RESORT 6313 60557 1.100E+04 
DX 099 PERU AREA (DX) 6338C 61301 2.567E+05 
DZQ 099 CEDAR POINT STW 6052 61316 4.600E+04 
DZZT 099 PHILADELPHIA QUARTZ CO 6268 61373 5.647E+04 
D 099 MARSEILLES AREA (D) 6190C 61341 1.130E+06 
D 099 STARVED ROCK ST PK 6340 61373 2.233E+04 
D 099 PERU-LASALLE AREA (D) 6269C 61354 7.208E+06 
D 099 SENECA AREA 6285C 61360 2.507E+05 
D 099 OTTAWA AREA (D) 6258C 61350 5.984E+06 
D 099 BUFFALO ROCK STATE PARK 
LEE COUNTY 
6028 62704 2.490E+01 
DTAD 103 PAW PAW SD 6336 61353 1.489E+05 
PBSA 103 GREEN RIVER IND PARK STW 6201 61021 1.000E+05 
PB 103 AMBOY AREA 6027C 61310 5.501E+05 
PB 103 WOODHAVEN UTIL CORP STW 6460 61367 1.002E+05 
PB 103 BUTLER F N-INLET QUARRY 9047 61031 1.979E+04 
PIA 103 SCANLON APTS-STK DIXON 6251 61021 1.875E+03 
PK 103 FRANKLIN GROVE SD 6159 61031 6.444E+04 
PL 103 ASHTON STW 6042 61006 2.060E+05 
P 103 DIXON DEVELOPMENTAL CTR 6120 61021 3.534E+05 
P 103 DIXON AREA 6123C 61021 2.373E+06 
P 103 MEDUSA CEMENT CWD 6276 61021 1.301E+04 
P 103 SAUK VALLEY COLLEGE 6383 61021 1.178E+04 
P 103 OREGON STONE-MCGINNIS QU 9291 61061 2.740E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY 
DVEB 105 DWIGHT STW 4096 60420 4.822E+05 
DVE 105 DWIGHT CORRECTIONAL CTR 
MARSHALL COUNTY 
4099 60420 4.099E+04 
DP 123 WENONA STW 5450 61377 6.499E+04 
D 123 SPARLAND-LACON AREA 5406C 61565 4.748E+05 
D 123 HENRY AREA 
OGLE COUNTY 
5109C 61537 1.079E+06 
PHE 141 POLO STW 6348 61064 2.610E+05 
PJA 141 RUDES CUSTOM BUTCHERING 6281 61054 2.740E+02 
PJ 141 WHITE PINE STATE PARK 6457 62701 6.567E+03 
PL 141 ROCHELLE AREA 6417C 61068 5.068E+06 
PL 141 ETNYRE E D & CO-SAN 6084 61061 2.055E+03 
PZU 141 NEW LANDING UTILITY INC 6262 61021 2.300E+04 
PZV 141 ACME RESIN CWD 
PUTNAM COUNTY 
6001 61061 1.233E+04 
DFD 155 SWANEY JOHN SCHOOL 5220 61335 8.219E+02 
DZN 155 GRANVILLE STP 5192 61326 1.600E+05 
D 155 ILL POWER CO-HENNPN 5301 62525 9.310E+04 
D 155 HENNEPIN AREA 
STARK COUNTY 
5209C 61327 2.622E+05 
DJK 175 WEST JERSEY GRADE SCH 5451 61483 5.479E+02 
DJL 175 TOULON STW 5426 61483 1.027E+05 
DJM 175 FMC CORP-WWTF WYOMING 5154 61491 1.309E+03 
DJNA 175 BRADFORD STW 5066 61421 1.408E+05 
DJ 175 WYOMING STW 5459 61491 1.487E+05 
WHITESIDE COUNTY 
PE 195 MORRISON STW 6300 61270 9.036E+05 
PFC 195 TAMPICO STW 6420 61283 6.710E+04 
PZQ 195 LAWRENCE BROS-ROCK FALLS 6184 61071 6.000E+03 
P 195 PROPHETSTOWN STW 6360 61277 1.961E+05 
P 195 STERLING-ROCK FALLS AREA 6399C 61081 4.942E+06 
P 195 LARSON CHAS MFG CO 6241 61081 4.000E+03 
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MAP # NK 16-7 AURORA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
WILL COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DV 197 COMMONW ED-BRAIDWOOD 130 60603 2.100E+04 
FA 197 JOLIET ARMY 312A 60436 1.748E+05 
FBA 197 JOLIET ARMY 312B 60436 1.748E+05 
FB 197 PERSONAL PRODUCTS CO 544 60481 1.791E+04 
F 197 WILMINGTON AREA 756C 60481 7.789E+05 
GA 197 JOLIET ARMY 312C 60436 1.748E+05 
GBAA 197 CREST HILL STW 137 60435 9.997E+05 
GBAA 197 JOLIET AREA (GBAA) 603C 0 3.915E+03 
GBA 197 ROCKDALE STW 591 60433 4.499E+05 
GBA 197 NATIONAL BOTTLE MFG CO 456 60436 1.864E+05 
GBD 197 PLAINFIELD ELEM SCHOOL 548 60544 5.236E+03 
GBEA 197 PLAINFIELD AREA (GBEA) 104C 60544 8.427E+03 
GBE 197 KOREN MOTOR SALES 341 60544. 1.100E+02 
GBE 197 CITIZENS W SUBURBAN 1 729 60101 2.248E+06 
GBH 197 PLAINFIELD AREA (GBH) 209C 60544 1.096E+05 
GBK 197 OAK GROVE FARM 504 60187 0. 
GBL 197 CITIZENS W SUBURBAN 2 730 60101 1.275E+06 
GBL 197 BOLINGBROOK STW 64 60439 2.590E+06 
GB 197 PLAINFIELD AREA (GB) 549 60544 6.526E+05 
GB 197 SHOREWOOD AREA (GB) 751C 60606 2.896E+05 
GB 197 CAMELOT UTILITIES CO 88 60062 3.000E+04 
GC 197 JOLIET ARMY 312D 60436 1.748E+05 
GC 197 RANCH OAKS SERV ASSN STW 573 60442 3.825E+04 
GC 197 ELWOOD STW 199 60421 8.932E+04 
GD 197 PEOP GAS-ELWOOD STM 539 60421 4.918E+05 
GD 197 LIQUID CARBONIC CORP 366 60603 9.701E+04 
GF 197 JOLIET AREA (GF) 315C 60433 9.811E+03 
GG 197 OAK HIGHLAND AREA 511C 60451 6.077E+04 
GG 197 JOLIET STW EAST 318C 60436 1.199E+07 
GHC 197 BONNIE BRAE-FOREST MANOR 690 60441 1.536E+05 
GHEA 197 LOCKPORT HEIGHTS SD 391 60441 8.852E+04 
GIX 197 LOCKPORT STW 389 60441 1.298E+06 
GIX 197 TEXACO LOCKPORT 681 60441 1.600E+05 
GI 197 LEMONT AREA (GI) 703C 60439 3.611E+05 
G 197 JOLIET AREA WEST 322C 60436 2.500E+06 
G 197 ROMEOVILLE AREA 14C 60441 1.750E+06 
G 197 PENN-DIXIE STEEL CORP 547 60434 1.172E+05 
G 197 JOLIET COMB CHEM 434C 60434 2.775E+06 
G 197 COMMONW ED-JOL 6 129 60435 1.135E+06 
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MAP # NK 16-8 CHICAGO 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
COOK COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
GGB 031 US ARMY ORLAND PARK STW 701 60462 0. 
GIB 031 LEMONT AREA (GIB) 73C 60439 1.414E+04 
GK 031 HINSDALE SD-MCELWAIN 288 60521 3.526E+04 
G 031 LYONS 903 60534 8.364E+05 
HBDB 031 IDLEWILD COUNTRY CLUB 299 60422 0. 
HBDB 031 HOMEWOOD STW 294 60430 3.085E+06 
HBDB 031 ELY MOBILE HOME PARK 195 60430 5.132E+03 
HBDD 031 CHICAGO HTS AREA (HBDD) 124C 60411 3.701E+05 
HBD 031 THORN CREEK BASIN SD 66C 60411 1.093E+07 
HBD 031 PARK FOREST STW 925 60466 2.836E+06 
HBD 031 ALCO SPRING IND-CHI HTS 13 60411 2.808E+04 
HBD 031 THORNTON STW 687 60476 4.767E+05 
GGA 032 ANDREW CORP CWD 29 60462 2.630E+05 
GH 032 FRANCISCAN SISTERS 860C 60439 4.397E+04 
GIA 032 LEMONT AREA (GIA) 915C 60439 2.534E+05 
GI 032 LEMONT AREA 904C 60611 7.512E+05 
GI 032 GMC-ELECTROMOTIVE 865 60525 1.743E+06 
GI 032 DUNDEE CEMENT CO-LEMONT 169 60439 3.553E+04 
GI 032 MSDGC-WEST SOUTHWEST 966 60611 1.939E+07 
GK 032 PLEASANTDALE SCHOOL 922 60525 2.364E+03 
HAA 032 MSDGC-CALUMET 856 60611 1.808E+07 
HBDE 032 PARADISE MOBILE HM PARK 929 60411 1.596E+04 
HBD 032 GALLAGHER ASPHALT CORP 230 60476 2.466E+02 
HB 032 AMERICAN BRICK-DOLTON 19 60419 1.548E+03 
HCC 032 SCHLEGEL ILLINOIS INC 620 60610 0. 
HD 032 MATTERHORN SUPPER CLUB 906 60464 4.501E+03 
H 032 HOLY FAMILY VILLA 
DU PAGE COUNTY 
878 60439 3.578E+03 
GJ 043 DPCDPW-MARIONBROOK 175 60187 2.417E+06 
GJ 043 ARGONNE NATL LAB 45 60439 8.803E+05 
GJ 043 GENC MOTEL 234 60521 7.501E+02 
GLAA 043 BENSENVILLE 1 STW 63 60106 2.500E+06 
GL 043 ADDISON S STW 6C 60101 5.564E+06 
GL 043 WOOD DALE 763 60191 1.079E+06 
GL 043 SALT CREEK AREA (GL) 615C 60181 5.844E+06 
GO 043 ELK GROVE DEVON-OHARE PK 156 60007 5.482E+06 
GO 043 BENSENVILLE STW 2 61 60106 4.501E+05 
G 043 DPCDPW SPACE VALLEY 
KANKAKEE COUNTY 
183C 60187 8.510E+03 
FFB 091 MANTENO STW 411 60950 3.455E+05 
FG 091 PHILLIPS PIPELINE-KANKAK 546 60901 3.288E+03 
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MAP # NK 16-8 CHICAGO CONT. 





FI 091 ARMSTRONG CORK CO-CWD E 38 60901 1.233E+05 
FI 091 JONES-MCKNIGHT 329 60901 0. 
FKA 091 MANTENO MHP 433 60950 1.270E+04 
FLB 091 CHEESE-TEK 4064 60922 1.003E+04 
FLDA 091 PEMBROKE CONSOL SCHOOL 297 60944 1.331E+04 
FLDA 091 ST ANNE STW 631 60964 1.816E+05 
FLD 091 PEMBROKE COMM CTR 537 60901 3.501E+02 
FQA 091 AT&T GRANT PARK 48 60940 1.230E+03 
FQ 091 GRANT PARK STW 259 60940 1.111E+05 
F 091 KANKAKEE RIVER ST PK 1 333 60914 1.000E+04 
F 091 KANKAKEE AREA (F) 625C 60901 1.003E+04 
F 091 ROPER CORP-RANGE DIV CWD 595 60901 7.392E+04 
F 091 MOMENCE STW 
WILL COUNTY 
438C 60954 4.400E+05 
FBC 197 FORKED RIDGE SUBD STW 214 60968 7.200E+03 
FFA 197 TRANS DEPT I-57 MONEE RA 161 60172 5.460E+03 
FFBA 197 PEOTONE STW 543 60468 2.206E+05 
FQB 197 BEECHER STW 60 60401 2.400E+05 
FQ 197 DOVER CORP-BERNARD DIV 50 60401 1.068E+03 
GA 197 CHGO-JOLIET LMC DOMESTIC 119 60434 0. 
GCA 197 MANHATTAN STW 408 60442 1.716E+05 
GCB 197 NEW LENOX 2 LARAWAY ROAD 924 60451 1.500E+05 
GGB 197 MOKENA STW 435 60448 3.858E+05 
GGC 197 PRESTWCK UTIL-FRKFRT 560 60062 3.129E+05 
GG 197 FRANKFORT STW 228C 60423 1.100E+06 
GG 197 CHEMETRON CARDOX DIV 102 60616 1.096E+04 
GG 197 NEW LENOX STW 1 465C 60451 5.332E+05 
GHE 197 CHICKASAW HILL UTIL CO 115 60542 3.512E+05 
GHE 197 DERBY MEADOWS UTIL CO 155 60462 3.490E+05 
HBDC 197 PARK FOREST SO UTIL CO 765 60466 9.208E+05 
HBDC 197 YOSHINO AMERICA INC 440 60466 1.370E+01 
HBDC 197 SPANOS SUPER MARKET-CRET 626 60417 4.110E+01 
HBD 197 UNION 76 I57 MANHT MONEE 946 60449 1.371E+04 
HBD 197 PARK FOREST S AREA (HBD) 154C 60466 1.000E+05 
HBEB 197 LONGWOOD CNTRY CLUB 399 60475 0. 
HBE 197 BALMORAL AREA 53C 60611 1.067E+05 
HBE 197 WILLOWBROOK UTIL 702 60466 7.501E+04 
HBE 197 UTILITIES UNLIMITED 618 60477 2.400E+03 
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MAP # NK 15-12 BURLINGTON 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
ADAMS COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DEM 001 CLAYTON STW 3157 62324 6.627E+04 
DEP 001 CAMP POINT STW 3132 62320 8.723E+04 
KGB 001 MENDON STW 3433 62351 8.573E+04 
KIF 001 GOLDEN STW 3265 62339 7.205E+04 
KI 001 GREENFIELD ELEM SCHOOL 
CASS COUNTY 
3717 62376 1.027E+03 
D 017 BEARDSTOWN AREA 
FULTON COUNTY 
3057C 62618 3.233E+06 
DH 057 TABLE GROVE STW 5415 61482 3.222E+04 
DIE 057 IPAVA STW 5358 61441 4.674E+04 
DJB 057 CUBA STW 5181 61427 1.000E+05 
DJD 057 WEE MA TUK CNTRY CLUB 5751 61427 1.125E+03 
DJEA 057 FAIRVIEW STW 5155 61432 3.000E+04 
DJFA 057 AVON STW 5037 61415 1.000E+05 
DJG 057 FARMINGTON STW 5235 61531 2.600E+06 
DJZB 057 LEWISTOWN STW 5379 61542 2.877E+05 
DZZK 057 BRYANT STW 
HANCOCK COUNTY 
5052 61519 1.644E+04 
DGH 067 AUGUSTA STW 3051 62311 7.899E+04 
HENDERSON COUNTY 
LCF 071 STRONGHURST STW 5408 61480 7.984E+04 
LC 071 SOUTHERN JUNIOR HS-MEDIA 5275 61480 4.879E+02 
LZE 071 LOMAX COIN WASH 
KNOX COUNTY 
5261 61454 5.479E+02 
DJFC 095 ABINGDON STW 5006 61410 6.501E+05 
DJFD 095 CELOTEX CORP-BRIGGS DIV 5003 61410 1.034E+06 
DJHD 095 BURLINGTON NRTHRN RR 5073 0 1.013E+03 
DJH 095 KNOXVILLE STW 5228 61448 3.279E+05 
DJI 095 YATES CITY NW 5462 61572 5.249E+04 
DJJA 095 OAK RUN CAMPGROUND 5389 61428 1.233E+03 
DJJ 095 GALESBURG SD 5172 61401 7.068E+06 
DJ 095 WILLIAMSFIELD SD 5427 61489 4.000E+04 
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MAP # NK 15-12 BURLINGTON CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
KNOX COUNTY CONT. 
DJ 095 SPOON VALLEY LAKE SD 5392 61428 3.047E+04 
DJ 095 MAQUON STW 5267 61458 2.000E+04 
DLF 095 YATES CITY SE 5465 61572 1.750E+04 
LDD 095 ADMIRAL DIV OF MAGIC CHEF 5009 61401 1.204E+04 
LDD 095 OUTBOARD MAR-GALE 5183 61401 5.137E+05 
LDD 095 DONS TRAVEL INN-GALESBRG 5388 61401 2.500E+03 
MC DONOUGH COUNTY 
DGIA 109 INDUSTRY STW 5222 61440 5.479E+04 
DGJA 109 MACOMB STW 5262 61455 2.855E+06 
DGLA 109 NORTHWESTERN HS DIST 175 5064 61475 2.466E+03 
DGLC 109 NORCROSS 5318 61422 5.811E+02 
DGLD 109 GOOD HOPE SD 5193 61438 3.047E+04 
DGL 109 MACOMB AREA (DGL) 5187C 61455 4.726E+05 
DGL 109 COLCHESTER STW 5100 62326 1.300E+05 
DGL 109 BARDOLPH STW 5040 61416 1.272E+04 
DGZE 109 JACKSON HEIGHTS MHC 5231 61455 1.687E+03 
DGZS 109 ARGYLE LAKE ST PK 
MASON COUNTY 
5029 62326 2.745E+02 
D 125 HAVANA AREA 
SCHUYLER COUNTY 
3312C 62644 1.073E+06 
DGA 169 BARTLOW BROS IND WEST 3052 62681 1.644E+04 
DH 169 LITTLETON STW 3390 61452 1.084E+04 
DZZE 169 RUSHVILLE STW 3615 62681 4.384E+05 
DZZG 169 BROWNING GRADE SCHOOL 
WARREN COUNTY 
3079 62624 2.315E+03 
DJFB 187 ROSEVILLE STW 5378 61473 1.392E+05 
DZQ 187 ABINGDON ROCK-WARREN CO 5007 61410 5.479E+01 
LDAA 187 KIRKWOOD STW 5233 61447 6.389E+04 
LDDA 187 YORKWOOD HIGH SCHOOL 5475 61453 4.351E+02 
LDDC 187 MONMOUTH STW 5297 61462 2.658E+06 
LDD 187 CAMERON SCHOOL 5085 61462 6.849E+02 
LDD 187 COLDBROOK SCHOOL 5103 61423 6.849E+02 
LDD 187 WARREN SCHOOL DIST 5440 61462 5.479E+02 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-10 PEORIA 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 
BE 019 UNIV OF ILL-WILLARD ARPT 4306 61874 1.203E+04 
BPJC 019 CHAMPAIGN AREA (BPJC) 4169C 60612 1.564E+05 
BPJD 019 GIFFORD STW 4143 61847 6.608E+04 
BPJE 019 URBANA-CHAMP SD MAIN NE 4312 61801 9.833E+06 
BPJE 019 COUNTRY MANOR MHP-URBANA 4085 61801 2.438E+03 
BPJE 019 RANTOUL EAST AREA 4258C 61866 3.740E+06 
BPJ 019 ST JOSEPH SD 4272 61873 1.728E+05 
EZU 019 RANTOUL STW WEST 4259 61866 2.874E+05 
EZV 019 FISHER STW 4125 61843 1.119E+05 
E 019 MAHOMET AREA 4198C 61853 4.137E+05 
OZZX 019 AMOCO SERV STA-WORTHNGTN 4580 61820 1.790E+03 
0 019 ANDERSON GRAIN 4008 61820 7.562E+02 
0 019 URBANA-CHAMP AREA SOUTHWST 4314C 61801 9.603E+06 
0 019 NATL DISTIL AND CHEM 
DEWITT COUNTY 
4319 61953 4.534E+06 
EII 039 CLINTON SD 4078 61727 1.240E+06 
EI 039 FARMER CITY STW 4117 61842 3.159E+05 
EI 039 DEWITT CO NURSING HOME 4097 61727 8.071E+03 
EI 039 KENNEY STW 4186 61749 2.000E+04 
EV 039 WELDON 
FORD COUNTY 
4745 61882 3.200E+05 
BPG 053 PIPER CITY 4546 60959 9.863E+04 
BPKN 053 PAXTON STW 4246 60957 4.896E+05 
BPKP 053 ELLIOTT 4119 60933 2.500E+04 
DSQC 053 STELLE GROUP 4585 60919 7.885E+03 
DSQ 053 GREENBRIAR LODGE 4148 60959 6.310E+03 
DZP 053 ROBERTS STW 4553 60962 5.403E+04 
EY 053 GIBSON CITY STW 
IROQUOIS COUNTY 
4144 60936 5.386E+05 
FLH 075 LAKE IROQUOIS SUBD 4196 60948 2.458E+04 
FLH 075 TRANS DEPT I-57 LODA RA 4071 61350 3.562E+03 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY 
DSHA 105 GOOD SAMARITAN HOME 4145 61740 7.181E+03 
DSH 105 SALEM CHILDRENS HOME INC 4270 61740 7.397E+03 
DSM 105 LIVINGSTON CO NURS HM 4190 61764 6.000E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-10 PEORIA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY CONT 
DSPA 105 FAIRBURY AREA 4114C 61739 5.600E+05 
DSP 105 FORREST STW 4132 61741 1.370E+05 
DSQ 105 CHATSWORTH 4061 60921 1.233E+05 
DVE 105 ODELL STW 
LOGAN COUNTY 
4237 60460 1.090E+05 
EIDA 107 NEW HOLLAND SCHOOL 22 3495 62671 2.192E+03 
EIE 107 ATLANTA STW 3027 61723 1.607E+05 
EI 107 LINCOLN STW 3384 62656 3.041E+06 
EI 107 MT PULASKI STW 3474 62548 1.808E+05 
EI 107 MIDDLETOWN SCH DIST 22 
MC LEAN COUNTY 
3429 62671 1.364E+03 
DKP 113 CAMP HEFFERNAN BSA 4043 61701 1.647E+03 
DKR 113 GRIDLEY STW 4130 61744 1.500E+05 
DSJ 113 KEYSTOP RESTR-CHENOA 4163 61726 9.000E+02 
DSJ 113 MEADOWS MENNONITE HOME 4420 61726 8.501E+03 
DK 113 COLFAX STW 4080 61728 7.200E+04 
EIDB 113 DANVERS STW 4089 61732 9.041E+04 
EIDC 113 CLEARVIEW SD 4072 61701 8.000E+03 
EIDC 113 FUNK BEN ELEM SCHOOL 4026 61772 1.233E+04 
EID 113 OLYMPIA HIGH SCHOOL 4240 61759 1.205E+04 
EID 113 PARK CITY SOUTH TR PK 4248 61701 4.556E+04 
EID 113 BLOOMINGTON-NORMAL SD 4030C 61701 3.575E+06 
EID 113 MCLEAN STW 4210 61754 1.300E+05 
EIE 113 HEYWORTH STW 4158 61745 1.482E+05 
EIJ 113 LEROY STW 4378 61752 2.280E+05 
E 113 ELLSWORTH 4118 61737 1.171E+04 
E 113 SAYBROOK 
MACON COUNTY 
4565 61770 1.250E+05 
EIG 115 MAROA STW 4408 61756 1.200E+05 
EVB 115 FRIENDS CREEK REG PARK 
MARSHALL COUNTY 
4137 62544 1.781E+02 
DOB 123 LAROSE 5255 61541 8.729E+03 
DOB 123 TOLUCA STW 5423 61369 1.262E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP it NK 16-10 PEORIA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
MASON COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DKBA 125 MANITO STW 3400 61546 1.370E+05 
DZGB 125 SAN JOSE SD 3617 62682 5.395E+04 
DZZE 125 PRAIRIE TRAILS INN 3577 62682 6.249E+02 
EHE 125 EASTON STW 3203 62633 2.618E+04 
EI 125 MASON CITY STW 
MENARD COUNTY 
3420 62664 2.953E+05 
EIA 129 GREENVIEW SCH DIST 200 3281 62642 3.082E+03 
EZH 129 YOGI BEAR JELLYSTONE PK 3503 62675 6.849E+02 
E 129 PETERSBURG AREA 
PEORIA COUNTY 
3564 62675 4.175E+05 
DJMA 143 PRINCEVILLE STW SW 5355 61559 2.000E+05 
DLCB 143 HANNA CITY SD 5207 61536 1.054E+05 
DLFA 143 MIDLAND COAL-ELM PREP 02 9767 61569 5.479E+03 
DLFB 143 BRIMFIELD SD 5069 61517 5.501E+04 
DLF 143 ELMWOOD STW 5144 61529 2.055E+05 
DLGA 143 PEORIA WORK RELEASE CNTR 5215 61517 3.000E+03 
DL 143 DUNLAP STW 5125 61525 6.148E+04 
DL 143 WILDER-WAITE SCH 5452 61608 2.740E+03 
DL 143 PEORIA-CHARTER OAK VILLAGE 5131 61602 3.800E+04 
DL 143 SCHOOLS (DL) 5347C 61603 3.778E+03 
DM 143 FAWN HILLS DEVELOPMENT 5156 61523 8.219E+03 
DY 143 GLASFORD STW 5188 61533 1.123E+05 
DZHC 143 LOGAN GRADE SCH DIST 324 5256 61531 2.310E+03 
DZH 143 ILL YOUTH CTR-HANNA CITY 5194 61536 1.000E+04 
DZIB 143 PEORIA AREA (DZIB) 5377C 61601 6.578E+04 
DZIB 143 LIMESTONE WALTERS SCHOOL 5284 61607 4.932E+02 
DZIB 143 HOLLIS CONSOL GRD SCHOOL 5243 61613 1.389E+03 
DZZR 143 DUNLAP AREA (DZZR) 5272C 60062 8.274E+04 
D 143 MISSOURI PORTLND CEM CWD 5290 63105 4.110E+05 
D 143 PEORIA WATER-SAN KOTY 5346 61602 3.800E+06 
D 143 PEORIA AREA INDUST N 5336C 61602 1.200E+06 
D 143 CHILLICOTHE AREA 5099C 61523 1.058E+06 
D 143 PEORIA AREA S 5345C 61602 9.967E+06 
D 143 ASHLAND CHEMICAL 5036 61547 9.036E+05 
D 143 CATERPILLR TRAC MOSS DOM 5090 61602 1.020E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16-10 PEORIA CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
PIATT COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
EX 147 DELAND-WELDON SCHOOLS 4093 61882 4.268E+03 
E 147 ALLERTON PARK UNIV OF IL 4006 61856 1.221E+04 
E 147 MONTICELLO AREA 
TAZEWELL COUNTY 
4216C 61856 2.687E+06 
DKA 179 BIRD PROVISIONS CO-IND P 5067 61554 3.033E+05 
DKA 179 ROYAL COLONY EST-PEKIN 5409 61554 8.000E+03 
DKC 179 TREMONT STW 5427 61568 2.222E+05 
DKD 179 HOPEDALE STW 5219 61747 1.000E+05 
DKF 179 MORTON-SOUTH STW 2 5304 61550 3.195E+03 
DKG 179 DEER CREEK STW 5113 61733 8.000E+04 
DK 179 MACKINAW STW 5259 61755 1.642E+05 
DZGB 179 DELAVAN STW 5114 61734 1.800E+05 
DZY 179 GRIMMS TRUCK STOP 5191 61550 5.000E+03 
DZZO 179 PEKIN COUNTRY CLUB 5341 61554 3.452E+04 
DZZO 179 PERLMAN & BERNARDI EST 5041 61554 8.301E+02 
DZZP 179 MORTON-NW STW 3 5305 61550 1.590E+05 
DZZP 179 WASHINGTON AREA (DZZP) 5445C 61571 3.101E+06 
DZZP 179 E PEORIA STW NO 2 5136 61611 6.000E+04 
DZZP 179 OAK LANE ACRES 5329 61611 4.521E+03 
DZZS 179 CATERPILLAR PRVNG GROUND 5093 61602 1.020E+05 
D 179 E PEORIA AREA (D) 5135C 61611 3.759E+06 
D 179 COMMONW ED-POW 5076 61554 1.193E+06 
D 179 PEKIN AREA 5339C 61554 1.023E+07 
D 179 CREVE COEUR-MRQTT HTS AREA 5106C 61610 1.081E+06 
D 179 GRANDVIEW MOBILE HOME 5197 61611 2.000E+04 
EIDB 179 MINIER STW 
WOODFORD COUNTY 
5287 61759 9.715E+04 
DKI 203 FORESTVIEW UTIL CORP 5102 61729 5.249E+03 
DKJ 203 EUREKA WWTP 5150 61530 5.107E+05 
DKJ 203 METAMORA SOUTH 5279 61548 1.596E+05 
DKKB 203 ROANOKE WWTP 5362 61561 2.301E+05 
DKKC 203 EL PASO WWTP 5359 61738 2.516E+05 
DK 203 TRANS DEPT I-74 NORTH RA 5120 61614 3.721E+03 
DSF 203 MINONK STW 5288 61760 1.611E+05 
DZJA 203 LAKE WILDWIND MHP 5453 61548 2.740E+03 
DZJA 203 OAK RIDGE SD 5328 61548 2.730E+04 
DZJ 203 METAMORA NORTH 5277 61548 1.064E+05 
DZK 203 CAMP MANITOUMI 5078 61545 1.945E+03 
D 203 GERMANTOWN HILLS 5326 61548 2.539E+05 
D 203 MT ALVERNO NOVITIATE 5403 61611 9.381E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NK 16 11 DANVILLE 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
IROQUOIS COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
BF 075 MILFORD 4232 60953 2.236E+05 
FLE 075 CENTRAL COMM SR HI DIS 4 4075 60927 1.808E+03 
FLE 075 IROQUOIS MOBILE EST 4181 60922 6.375E+03 
FLG 075 PRAIRIEVIEW LUTHERAN HM 4535 60930 6.721E+03 
FLG 075 MERKLE KNIPPRATH NURSING 4211 60927 1.450E+03 
FLH 075 GILMAN STW SOUTH 4146 60938 1.808E+05 
FLIC 075 CISSNA PARK STW 4068 60924 9.737E+04 
FLI 075 MILFORD CANNING CO-CWD 4213 60953 7.945E+04 
FLI 075 HOWARD IND 4165 60953 2.413E+04 
FL 075 WATSEKA STW 4333 60970 5.000E+05 
FL 075 SHELDON STW 4571 60966 9.000E+04 
VERMILION COUNTY 
BPF 183 LAUHOFF GRAIN CWD DANVIL 4185 61832 2.515E+06 
BPG 183 HOOPESTON AREA 4162C 60942 1.832E+06 
BPJB 183 OAKWOOD TWP HS 4239 61844 3.178E+03 
BPJ 183 OAKWOOD STW 4238 61858 4.901E+04 
BPJ 183 MOOSE LODGE 1001-STK 4217 61832 4.274E+02 
BPJ 183 CAMP ROBERT DRAKE BSA 4040 61820 1.370E+03 
BPKA 183 EATONS TRK STOP-OAKWOOD 4277 61858 5.753E+03 
BPKI 183 POTOMAC COMM UNIT 10 4250 61865 4.110E+03 
BPK 183 VISTRON SOHIGRO-POTOMAC 4710 61865 8.219E+02 
BPK 183 NEWTOWN GRADE SCHOOL 4234 61832 3.384E+03 
BP 183 LAWNDALE MHP 4188 61858 3.375E+03 
BQ 183 REDWOOD INN-DANVILLE 4262 61832 9.589E+02 
DSC 183 ROSSVILLE STW 4550 60963 9.863E+04 
FLIC 183 RANKIN STW 4255 60960 6.000E+04 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 15-3 QUINCY 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
ADAMS COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DEI 001 SILOAM SPRING ST PK 3637 62324 1.458E+04 
KCI 001 LIBERTY STW 3380 62347 3.441E+04 
KC 001 PAYSON STW 3559 62360 9.775E+04 
KDA 001 QUINCY MUNICIPAL AIRPORT 3587 62301 1.675E+03 
KD 001 TRAILER PARKS 3609C 62301 1.052E+05 
KFBA 001 PARADISE LANE PARK 3557 62301 2.044E+03 
KZP 001 TOWN-N-COUNTRY MH-QUINCY 3708 62301 1.958E+03 
KZY 001 QUINCY AREA (KZY) 3235C 62301 6.953E+05 
KZZD 001 WALKER APT COMPLX-QUINCY 
BROWN COUNTY 
3735 62301 3.288E+02 
DEC 009 VERSAILLES STW 
CALHOUN COUNTY 
3730 62378 4.241E+04 
D 013 CALHOUN HIGH SCHOOL 3129 62047 2.735E+03 
D 013 KAMPSVILLE STW 3368 62053 6.578E+04 
D 013 HARDIN STW 
GREENE COUNTY 
3303 62047 2.329E+05 
DAZG 061 CARROLLTON STW 3141 62016 1.430E+05 
DBC 061 ROODHOUSE STW 
JERSEY COUNTY 
3606 62082 3.605E+05 
DAEA 083 JERSEYVILLE STW-NORTH 3366 62052 3.751E+05 
DZAG 083 JERSEYVILLE STW-SOUTH 
MORGAN COUNTY 
3365 62052 3.249E+05 
DC 137 SOUTH JACKSONVILLE 3644 62052 3.274E+05 
DD 137 CHAPIN STW 3151 62628 5.899E+04 
DD 137 MARNICO VILLAGE 3399 62650 1.050E+04 
DD 137 JACKSONVILLE MAIN 3372 62650 3.200E+06 
DFF 137 TRIOPIA JR & SR HI SCH 3169 62631 3.904E+03 
DF 137 ARENZVILLE LAGOON 3023 62611 4.356E+04 
D 137 MEREDOSIA AREA 3485C 62665 3.156E+06 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 15-3 QUINCY CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
PIKE COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
DEAA 149 PERRY STW 3562 62362 4.000E+04 
DEA 149 GRIGGSVILLE STW 3291 62340 1.274E+05 
DZZU 149 PEARL 3546 62361 5.000E+04 
D 149 WIPCO-PEARL STA CWD 3764 62650 3.951E+04 
KCA 149 NEBO STW 3491 62355 8.000E+04 
KCA 149 PIKE CO HSNG-BAYLIS 3571 62312 4.208E+02 
KCB 149 PLEASANT HILL STW 3576 62366 1.216E+05 
KCHB 149 BARRY STP 3047 62312 1.419E+05 
KC 149 HULL STW 3341 62343 7.953E+04 
KX 149 NEW CANTON STW 
SCOTT COUNTY 
3494 62356 2.547E+04 
DBJ 171 SCOTT CO HSNG-MANCHESTER 3628 62694 1.500E+03 
DC 171 WINCHESTER STW 3763 62694 2.109E+05 
DZDA 171 BLUFFS STW 3096 62621 8.222E+04 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-1 DECATUR 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 
BERB 019 TOLONO STW 4295 61880 1.800E+05 
BERC 019 HEN HOUSE RESTR-PESOTUM 4351 61583 3.751E+03 
BE 019 UNITY HIGH SCH-TOLONO 4307 61880 2.825E+03 
CHRISTIAN COUNTY 
EOF 021 MORRISONVILLE STW 3459 62546 8.551E+04 
EOHI 021 ASSUMPTION STW 3025 62510 1.052E+05 
EO 021 TAYLORVILLE AREA 3701C 62568 1.867E+06 
EO 021 EDINBURG STW 3204 62531 1.000E+05 
E 021 MT AUBURN SCHOOL 
COLES COUNTY 
3462 62547 6.800E+02 
BEJC 029 LINCOLN LOG CABIN ST PK 4189 62440 1.521E+01 
BEMA 029 LERNA 4375. 62440 1.841E+04 
BENA 029 TOWN-N-COUNTRY MOTL-CHAR 4274 61920 6.249E+02 
BEO 029 GREEN ACRES MHP-ASHMORE 4214 61912 2.301E+03 
BE 029 FOX RIDGE STATE PARK 4135 61920 1.018E+04 
BE 029 COUNTRY MANOR MHP-CHARLS 4136 61920 4.000E+03 
OZZS 029 DONNELLEY RR SONS-CWD 4100 61938 1.800E+05 
CUMBERLAND COUNTY 
BEJC 035 TOLEDO STW 4294 62468 8.625E+04 
BE 035 GREENUP STW 4150 62428 1.561E+05 
BE 035 CUMBERLAND GR & HIGH SCH 
DOUGLAS COUNTY 
4086 62468 5.860E+01 
BER 041 ARCOLA STW 4013 61910 4.110E+03 
BES 041 VILLA GROVE STW 4330 61956 2.070E+05 
0 041 ARTHUR STW 4015 61911 2.198E+05 
0 041 PANHANDLE EASTRN-TUSCOLA 4241 61953 2.000E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-1 DECATUR CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
EFFINGHAM COUNTY 
BEJE 049 MONTAROSA MOTEL 4215 62445 2.038E+03 
CJ 049 DIETERICH STW 2206 62424 3.841E+04 
CSA 049 COUNTRY VILLAGE MHP 4087 62401 1.644E+03 
CS 049 SHELL OIL CO-EFFINGHAM 4572 62401 2.055E+00 
C 049 WATSON STW 
FAYETTE COUNTY 
4744 62473 8.000E+04 
OOA 051 RAMSEY LAKE ST PK 2680 62706 6.753E+03 
00 051 RAMSEY STW 2679 62080 1.014E+05 
OQA 051 HERRICK COIN LAUNDRY 2205 62431 2.005E+02 
OZV 051 BROWNSTOWN STW 2138 62418 1.195E+04 
0 051 BEECHER CITY-WTP 
LOGAN COUNTY 
4020 62414 5.121E+04 
EIGC 107 LATHAM ESTATES NURS HOME 
MACON COUNTY 
4184 62543 1.710E+03 
EIGC 115 WARRENSBURG STW 4739 62573 1.324E+05 
EOHG 115 MACON SD 4399 62544 9.868E+04 
EQ 115 BLUE MOUND STW 4031 62513 1.039E+05 
ERA 115 NIANTIC MUNICIPAL STW 4513 62551 6.197E+04 
ES 115 FORSYTH 4128 62535 4.499E+04 
E 115 HARRISTOWN MUNICIPAL STW 4154 62537 3.288E+04 
E 115 OREANA MIDDLE SCHOOL 
MENARD COUNTY 
4534 62501 1.372E+03 
EG 129 TALLULA STW 3692 62688 4.000E+04 
EZJ 129 ATHENS STW 3028 62613 1.151E+04 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY 
DA 135 FARMERSVILLE STW 3225 62533 6.000E+04 
EO 135 HARVEL 3320 62538 4.627E+04 
OIDB 135 CONSOLID MIN H-6 COFFEEN 9185 62017 3.205E+04 
OID 135 WITT STW 3765 62094 1.100E+05 
OID 135 NOKOMIS STW 3513 62075 1.868E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-1 DECATUR CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
MONTGOMERY COUNTY CONT 
OIL 135 IRVING STW 3359 62051 2.877E+04 
OIM 135 RAYMOND STW 3594 62560 1.188E+05 
OLG 135 FILLMORE STW 
MOULTRIE COUNTY 
3218 62032 2.000E+04 
OTB 139 BETHANY 4024 61914 1.129E+05 
OU 139 ILL MASONIC HOME 4180 61951 4.932E+04 
OZZT 139 SULLIVAN STW 4285 61951 6.096E+05 
0 139 FOX HARBOR MARINA 4134 61951 3.411E+03 
0 139 US ENGR LK SHLBYVL-SULVN 4317 62565 3.562E+03 
0 139 US ENGR WILBORN CREEK 4315 62565 1.301E+03 
0 139 US ENGR WHITLEY CREEK 
PIATT COUNTY 
4316 62565 1.709E+03 
E 147 CERRO GORDO STW 4055 61818 1.211E+05 
OTF 147 HAMMOND STW 4151 61929 3.200E+04 
OW 147 ATWOOD STW 4017 61913 9.614E+04 
OW 147 BEMENT STW 
SANGAMON COUNTY 
4019 61813 1.938E+05 
EOAA 167 SWAN LAKE MHP 3690 62661 4.110E+02 
EPB 167 BUFFALO-DAWSON-MECH STW 3109 62545 1.174E+05 
ERA 167 BORDEN CHEM CO-ILLIOPOLS 3099 62539 1.007E+06 
E 167 RIVER OAKS MOBL STW 3595 62702 4.000E+03 
E 167 RIVERTON STW 3597 62561 3.532E+05 
E 167 DEKALB AG RES-ILLIOPOLIS 
SHELBY COUNTY 
3186 62539 1.354E+06 
CSC 173 SIGEL STW 4278 62462 1.500E+04 
CTB 173 STEWARDSON-STRASBURG HS 4276 62463 3.449E+03 
EOHH 173 MOWEAQUA HIGH SCHOOL 4219 62550 2.326E+03 
EOH 173 MOWEAQUA STW 4218 62550 1.315E+05 
OP 173 SHELBY CO HSNG AUTH 4266 62565 1.096E+04 
ORA 173 STRASBURG STW 4283 62465 3.967E+04 
OSA 173 WEST SIDE MOBILE HOME PK 4335 62565 9.186E+03 
OS 173 SHELBYVILLE STW 4273 62565 8.986E+05 
OZZO 173 WINDSOR STW 4342 61957 9.195E+04 
OZZQ 173 STEWARDSON STW 4257 62643 6.499E+04 
0 173 US ENGR LITHIA SPRING CR 4203 63101 2.559E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP it NJ 16-1 DECATUR CONT. 





0 173 US ENGR OPOSSUM CREEK 4242 63101 1.367E+03 
0 173 FINDLAY STW 4120 62534 6.833E+04 
0 173 US ENGR LONE POINT 4205 63101 1.150E+03 
0 173 COWDEN AREA 4084C 62422 3.148E+05 
0 173 US ENGR COON CREEK 4077 63101 6.266E+03 
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F A C I L I T Y GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-2 INDIANAPOLIS 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
CLARK COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
BEFE 023 CASEY STWS E-W 4045 62420 4.129E+05 
BEF 023 MARTINSVILLE AREA 4204C 62442 1.142E+05 
BHD 023 LINCOLN TRAIL STATE PARK 4208 62441 2.566E+03 
BHF 023 MARSHALL STW WEST 4202 62441 5.162E+05 
BH 023 WESTFIELD STW 4749 62474 4.521E+04 
BJA 023 MARSHALL STW-EAST 4201 62441 4.890E+05 
BJ 023 MARATHON STATION-MARSHAL 
CRAWFORD COUNTY 
4209 62441 4.055E+02 
BEDB 033 OBLONG LAGOON STW 2592 62449 2.121E+05 
BEFS 033 SOHIO PIPELINE CO-OBLONG 2740 62449 2.521E+02 
BF 033 ROBINSON AREA 2688 62454 1.397E+06 
BM 033 ILL CTL GULF-PALESTINE 2399 62451 1.476E+03 
B 033 HUTSONVILLE AREA 
DOUGLAS COUNTY 
2394C 62433 1.283E+06 
BEZZ 041 NEWMAN STW 
EDGAR COUNTY 
4231 61992 1.144E+05 
BEZZ 045 SHILOH SCHOOL 4263 61932 1.712E+03 
BNB 045 CHRISMAN STW 4069 61924 1.324E+05 
BN 045 COLONIAL KITCHEN-CHRISMN 4079 61924 7.000E+03 
VERMILION COUNTY 
BO 183 RIDGE FARM STW 4261 61870 9.438E+04 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 15-6 ST LOUIS 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
JERSEY COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
D 083 PERE MARQUETTE ST PK 
MADISON COUNTY 
3561 62037 6.441E+04 
JNA 119 COLLINSVILLE STW 2191 62234 2.520E+06 
JNB 119 BLUFF MHP 2125 62234 6.562E+03 
JNE 119 EDWARDSVILLE EST MHP 2188 62025 3.285E+04 
JNF 119 GRANITE CITY STEEL CO 2353 62040 6.847E+06 
JNO 119 GRANITE CITY STW 2346 62040 1.738E+05 
JN 119 HOLIDAY MHP-GRANITE CITY 2384 62040 4.858E+04 
JQ 119 CHEMETCO CORP-ALTON 2170 60048 1.781E+05 
JQ 119 SOUTH ROXANA STW 2745 62087 1.528E+05 
JRA 119 OLIN 2613 62024 1.915E+06 
JR 119 ALTON-E. ALTON AREA 2404C 62002 2.149E+06 
JS 119 LACLEDE STEEL CO 
MONROE COUNTY 
2445 62002 2.860E+06 
JD 133 VALMEYER STW 
RANDOLPH COUNTY 
2863 62295 8.984E+04 
JB 157 PRAIRIE DU ROCHER 1509 62277 5.501E+04 
OCA 157 RED BUD STW 1513 62278 3.290E+05 
ST. CLAIR COUNTY 
JMAA 163 KOSTELAC BROS REND SERV 2440 62260 2.000E+03 
JNG 163 PFIZER INC CWD 2672 62201 1.058E+06 
JN 163 STOCK YARDS 2779C 62071 1.663E+06 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-4 BELLEVILLE 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
BOND COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
OIB 005 PET MILK GREENVILLE CWD 2654 62246 4.384E+04 
OI 005 POCAHONTAS STW 
CLINTON COUNTY 
2664 62275 5.589E+04 
OHA 027 AVISTON STW 2055 62216 5.978E+04 
OHC 027 MONTEREY COAL #2 9782 62215 5.068E+03 
OH 027 ALBERS LAGOONS 2003 62215 2.860E+04 
OI 027 GERMANTOWN STW 2313 62245 6.797E+04 
OZJ 027 BARTELSO STW 2058 62218 2.500E+04 
0 027 KEYESPORT SD 
EDWARDS COUNTY 
2433 62253 5.096E+03 
CBB 047 ALBION STW 2004 62806 3.123E+05 
EFFINGHAM COUNTY 
CZQA 049 RUSHCO SHELL-EDGEWOOD 
FAYETTE COUNTY 
4264 62426 1.096E+03 
OK 051 BROWN PRODUCE CO-FARINA 2137 62838 1.500E+02 
OK 051 FARINA STW 2262 62838 5.962E+04 
OZU 051 BOLEY MHP 2306 62471 3.674E+03 
0 051 TAYLOR READY-MIX 
JASPER COUNTY 
2864 62471 2.740E+03 
BE 079 NEWTON STW 2562 62448 3.200E+05 
BE 079 WILLOW HILL 2910 62480 1.825E+04 
BE 079 ST. MARIE STW 2788 62459 2.000E+04 
JEFFERSON COUNTY 
NJ 081 FIELD COMM CONSOL SCH 2274 62889 7.767E+02 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-4 BELLEVILLE CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
MADISON COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
JNA 119 BO-JON MOTEL-MARYVILLE 2126 62234 0. 
JNB 119 MARYVILLE COLONIAL NUR H 2489 62062 6.356E+02 
JNB 119 ILL ST POL HDQRS-MARYVIL 2376 62706 2.062E+05 
JND 119 GLEN CARBON 2319 62034 5.038E+05 
JND 119 ANDERSON C OLIVER HOSP 2035 62201 2.740E+04 
JND 119 WHEEL RANCH MHP 2393 62234 3.288E+03 
JN 119 HOLIDAY INN-EDWARDSVILLE 2385 62025 8.879E+03 
JN 119 SUNSET HILLS CCLB 2826 62025 3.737E+03 
JQ 119 WORDEN STW 2926 62097 3.000E+04 
JQ 119 EDWARDSVILLE STW 2241 62025 1.592E+06 
ODL 119 ST JACOB STW 2772 62281 3.699E+04 
ODM 119 TROY STW 2850 62294 8.189E+05 
OD 119 TRIAD COMM HIGH SCH 2847 62294 8.110E+03 
OD 119 MARINE STW 2484 62061 9.000E+04 
OD 119 ALHAMBRA STW 2010 62001 5.778E+04 
OD 119 BLUE HAVEN MOTEL 2118 62294 7.301E+02 
OD 119 HAMEL STW 2364 62046 4.904E+04 
OD 119 ACKERMAN RESTR 2213 62294 7.501E+02 
OD 119 LIVINGSTON STW NE 2469 62058 6.000E+04 
OIGA 119 NEW DOUGLAS GRADE SCHOOL 
MARION COUNTY 
2554 62249 1.233E+02 
CAVA 121 IUKA COMM CONSOL SCH 
PERRY COUNTY 
2415 62849 2.251E+03 
NCDA 145 CUTLER STW 
RANDOLPH COUNTY 
1168 62238 3.000E+04 
IIHA 157 PERCY STW 1486 62272 1.042E+05 
IIHA 157 STEELEVILLE TRICK FL 1576 62288 1.613E+05 
OA 157 CENTRAL ATTEND CTR D 140 1111 62241 4.110E+02 
OB 157 ADORERS-BLOOD OF CHRIST 1528 62278 9.589E+03 
OZC 157 BALDWIN STW 1039 62217 1.329E+05 
OZD 157 ILL POWER CO. BALDWIN 1293 62217 1.200E+04 
0 157 US ENGR KASKS LOCK & DAM 1610 63101 3.066E+02 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-4 BELLEVILLE CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
RICHLAND COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
CHD 159 CALHOUN GRADE SCHOOL 2144 62450 2.918E+02 
CHD 159 PARKERSBURG SCHOOL 2648 62450 2.740E+02 
CI 159 NOBLE STW 2568 62868 5.247E+04 
ST. CLAIR COUNTY 
OEA 163 ST LIBORY STW 2777 62282 4.658E+04 
0 163 FAYETTEVILLE SD 2271 62258 1.973E+04 
WASHINGTON COUNTY 
NCN 189 WASHINGTON CO CONSERVATN 2216 62706 1.205E+04 
OEA 189 JOHANNISBURG SCH 2424 62296 1.726E+03 
OG 189 OAKDALE SCHOOL I 2589 62268 6.510E+02 
OZH 189 OKAWVILLE STW 
WAYNE COUNTY 
2607 62271 9.416E+04 
B 191 UNION GROVE YOUTH CAMP 2853 62837 2.740E+02 
CAR 191 RLDS BRUSH CREEK CMPGRD 2686 62899 1.027E+03 
CDBA 191 JEFFERSONVILLE-GEFF STW 2311 62842 1.413E+04 
CDB 191 CISNE STW 
WHITE COUNTY 
2175 62823 6.630E+04 
CAC 193 ENFIELD STW B EAST 1211 62835 4.548E+04 
CAE 193 MILLS PRAIRIE SCHOOL 1405 62820 1.644E+02 
CAZA 193 ENFIELD STW A WEST 1209 62835 1.950E+04 
CA 193 LIT WABASH COOP VOCATION 1108 62821 1.603E+03 
CZB 193 BROWNSVILLE SCH-CARMI 5 1078 62821 1.781E+02 
CZC 193 CROSSVILLE STW 1166 62827 7.000E+04 
C 193 BIG PRAIRIE SCH-CARMI 5 1057 62821 4.932E+02 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-5 VINCENNES 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
CRAWFORD COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
BEB 033 FLAT ROCK STW 2277 62427 3.370E+04 
BFB 033 PALESTINE STW 
EDWARDS COUNTY 
2646 62451 8.000E+04 
BCA 047 BONE GAP STW 
LAWRENCE COUNTY 
2123 62815 2.439E+04 
BEAD 101 SUMNER STW 2823 62466 1.157E+05 
BEA 101 RED HILLS STATE PARK S 2675 62466 8.219E+01 
BEB 101 BROOKSIDE SCHOOL 2136 62439 2.411E+02 
BEZA 101 LAWRENCVIL-VINCENES ARPT 2454 62439 3.288E+03 
BEZB 101 BRIDGEPORT STW 2133 62417 4.052E+05 
BE 101 LAWRENCEVILLE STW 2457 62439 9.863E+05 
B 101 ST FRANCISVILLE SE 
RICHLAND COUNTY 
2766 62460 3.000E+04 
BC 159 CLAREMONT STW 
WABASH COUNTY 
2180 62421 1.300E+04 
BC 185 KEENSBURG STW 2432 62852 1.370E+04 
BC 185 BELLMONT STW 2083 62811 1.200E+04 
B 185 ALLENDALE SOUTH 
WHITE COUNTY 
2016 62410 3.562E+04 
B 193 GRAYVILLE STW 1264 62844 3.501E+05 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-7 PADUCAH 
BASIN CTY FACILITY ID # ZIP GPD 
ALAXANDER COUNTY 
IB 003 EAST CAPE MOBILE PARK 1199 62957 6.022E+03 
IXDB 003 OLIVE BRANCH SCHOOL 1449 62988 2.740E+03 
IX 003 TAMMS STW 
GALLATIN COUNTY 
1589 62988 5.101E+04 
ATE 059 US FOREST SERV-POUNDS 1611 62946 1.644E+03 
ATFA 059 RIDGWAY STW 1519 62979 9.863E+04 
AT 059 CROSSROADS INN MOTEL 
HARDIN COUNTY 
1670 62934 5.249E+02 
ARB 069 CAVE-IN-ROCK WORK CAMP 
JACKSON COUNTY 
1114 62919 4.501E+03 
NA 077 ORCHARD HILL SCH 186 1471 62966 1.438E+03 
NCDA 077 TRICO COMM HIGH SCH 176 1595 62916 9.890E+03 
NZH 077 GORHAM SD 1258 62940 2.080E+04 
N 077 GRAND TOWER LAGOON 
JOHNSON COUNTY 
1259 62942 7.945E+04 
ADE 087 CYPRESS SCHOOL 1169 62923 2.055E+03 
AJFB 087 CAMP ONDESONK 1089 62221 4.164E+03 
ATHD 087 LAKE THUNDERHAWK RECR AR 1430 62995 0. 
ATHQ 087 ROBERTSON C. APTS 
MASSAC COUNTY 
1517 62922 1.260E+03 
ADCF 127 MAPLE GROVE ELEM SCH 1385 62960 2.956E+03 
AW 127 MISSOURI PORTLND-JOPPA 
POPE COUNTY 
1409 62953 3.836E+05 
AJDA 151 DIXON SPRINGS STATE PARK 1176 62706 2.688E+03 
AJD 151 LAKE GLENDALE CAMP 1349 62937 3.230E+03 
AK 151 POPE COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL 1507 62938 3.973E+03 
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FACILITY GROUNDWATER WITHDRAWALS 
MAP # NJ 16-7 PADUCAH CONT. 
BASIN CTY FACILITY 
PULASKI COUNTY 
ID # ZIP GPD 
AA 153 MOUNDS STW 1414 62964 4.249E+05 
AC 153 OLMSTED STW 1460 62970 4.000E+04 
AD 153 PULASKI CO HSNG-KARNAK I 1510 62964 1.125E+03 
IXI 153 PULASKI CO HSNG-ULLIN 1506 62964 1.902E+03 
IX 153 SHAWNEE JR COLLEGE D-531 
SALINE COUNTY 
1551 62992 5.822E+03 
ATH 165 INDEPENDENCE SCH NO 3 
UNION COUNTY 
1294 62946 2.466E+03 
ADX 181 COBDEN STW 1135 62920 1.359E+05 
AD 181 ANNA STW 1024 62906 6.575E+05 
AD 181 TRANS DEP I-57 ANNA RA N 1175 62901 8.219E+03 
ICD 181 JONESBORO LAGOON 1328 62952 1.315E+05 
IC 181 WOLF LAKE-SHAWNE VAL WTR 1543 62998 7.381E+04 
IJAA 181 IMC CHEM-TROJAN DIV 
WHITE COUNTY 
1301 62998 1.610E+04 
ATFC 193 NORRIS CITY SD 1444 62869 1.808E+05 
C 193 TEXAS EASTRN TRANSM IN62 1588 77001 2.658E+03 
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